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   Sometimes stateful DHCPv6 address configuration and SLAAC may be both
   available in one network. In ND protocol, there is a "M" (ManagedFlag)
   flag defined in RA message, which indicates the hosts the DHCPv6
   service is available. But for some reason, the ND protocol didn't
   define the flag as prescriptive but only advisory. This draft
   proposes to use two reserved bits in RA message to let the network
   control the hosts that which address configuration mode should be
   used. This feature is useful for management, especially in a
   renumbering event.
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1. Introduction

   In IPv6, both of the DHCPv6 [RFC3315] and Neighbor Discovery [RFC4861]
   protocols can provide automatic IP address configuration for the
   hosts. They are known as stateful address auto-configuration and
   SLAAC (stateless address auto-configuration)[RFC4862], and are
   suitable for different scenarios respectively.

   Sometimes the two address configuration modes may be both available
   in one network. This would add more or less additional complexity for
   both the hosts and the network management. In ND protocol, there is a
   M (ManagedFlag) flag defined in RA message, which indicates the hosts
   the DHCPv6 service status in the network. So with using the flag, the
   two separated address configuration modes are somehow correlated. But
   for some reason, the ND protocol didn't define the flag as
   prescriptive but only advisory. This may vary the behavior of hosts
   when interpreting the M flag. (Note that, there is another O
   "OtherConfigFlag" flag also indicates the DHCPv6 service status, but
   it is not in the scope of this draft since it is not about address
   configuration.)

   In RFC5887(Renumbering Still Needs Work),it also concerned the M flag
   issue, it said, "Until this ambiguous behaviour is clearly resolved
   by the IETF, operational problems are to be expected, since different
   host operating systems have taken different approaches." In this
   draft, we provided a brief test result in section 3 to identify
   "different host operating systems have taken different approaches".

   This issue may cause inconvenience to the networks that need strong
   management (for example, the enterprise networks), because the host
   behavior of address configuration is somehow un-controlled by the
   network side so that it may violate the management policies. So in

section 4, we proposed to use one of the reserved bits in RA message
   to let the network control the hosts that which address configuration
   mode should be used. We believe this feature is useful for management,
   especially in a renumbering event.

2. DHCPv6/SLAAC interaction

2.1. Host behavior defined in standards

   In earlier SLAAC specification [RFC2462], the host behavior of
   interpreting M flag is as below:
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   "On receipt of a valid Router Advertisement, a host copies the value
   of the advertisement's M bit into ManagedFlag. If the value of
   ManagedFlag changes from FALSE to TRUE, and the host is not already
   running the stateful address autoconfiguration protocol, the host
   should invoke the stateful address autoconfiguration protocol,
   requesting both address information and other information. If the
   value of the ManagedFlag changes from TRUE to FALSE, the host should
   continue running the stateful address autoconfiguration, i.e., the
   change in the value of the ManagedFlag has no effect.  If the value
   of the flag stays unchanged, no special action takes place. In
   particular, a host MUST NOT reinvoke stateful address configuration
   if it is already participating in the stateful protocol as a result
   of an earlier advertisement."

   But for some reason, the updated SLAAC specification [RFC4862]
   removed the relative description, it said in the RFC "considering the
   maturity of implementations and operational experiences. ManagedFlag
   and OtherConfigFlag were removed accordingly. (Note that this change
   does not mean the use of these flags is deprecated.)" So it feels
   like the IETF encourages operating system vendors to behave as they
   prefer to do. In the following section 2.2, we provided a test about
   current desktop operating systems' behavior of DHCPv6/SLAAC
   interaction.

2.2. Test of desktop operating systems' behavior

2.2.1. Test environment

                                                /-----\
                 +---------+                  //       \\
                 |  DHCPv6 |                 |  Router   |
                 |  server |                  \\       //
                 +----+----+                    \--+--/
                      |                            |
                      |                            |
                      |                            |
                  ----+--+----------+----------+---+-----
                         |          |          |
                         |          |          |
                         |          |          |
                    +----+---+ +----+---+ +----+---+
                    |        | |        | |        |
                    |  Host1 | |  Host2 | |  Host3 |
                    +--------+ +--------+ +--------+

                         Figure 1 Test Environment
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   As the figure 1 shows, it is a simple LAN environment:
   - The DHCPv6 server is a Linux (Ubuntu 10.04)-based PC installing
     dibbler-server.
   - Host1 is a Windows 7 PC.
   - Host2 is a Linux (Ubuntu 12.04, kernel 3.2.12) PC.
   - Host3 is a OS X Lion 10.7.3 MacBook.

   Note that, we only tested M flag behavior, O flag was not included.
   Because O flag is about other configuration beyond address
   configuration, it is out of the scope of this draft.

2.2.2. Test scenarios and results

o Scenario 0

   Hosts get online, no RA received.

   - Windows 7: continued sending RS messages for a while, if there is
      no RA replied, it then began to send DHCPv6 solicit;

   - Linux-kernel_3.2.12(Ubuntu 12.04): it continued sending RS, and
      didn't try to send DHCPv6 solicit;

   - OS X Lion 10.7.3: it continued sending RS, and didn't try to send
      DHCPv6 solicit (just the same with Linux);

o Scenario 1

   Hosts hadn't configured addresses yet, then if RA messages with M=0
   received, obviously they'll do SLAAC; if M=1, which meant SLAAC and
   DHCPv6 were available simultaneously in the link, the behavior is as
   the following:

   - Windows 7: using both SLAAC and DHCPv6 to configure the addresses,
      regardless of whether the prefixes in SLAAC/DHCPv6 are identical
      of not;

   - Linux-kernel_3.2.12(Ubuntu 12.04): the same action with Windows 7;

   - OS X Lion 10.7.3: the same action with Windows 7;

o Scenario 2

   Hosts were already SLAAC-configured only, then received RA messages
   with M=1:
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   - Windows 7: using DHCPv6 to configure another address while keep the
      former SLAAC-configured address;

   - Linux(Ubuntu 12.04): no action.(Note that, it's different with
      scenarios 1);

   - OS X Lion 10.7.3: no action, the same with Linux;

o Scenario 3

   Hosts already configured by DHCPv6 only, then received RA messages:

   - Windows 7: If M=1, it configured another address with SLAAC and
      kept the DHCPv6 configuration; else M=0, it released the DHCPv6
      address and configured with SLAAC;

   - Linux-kernel_3.2.12(Ubuntu 12.04): there's no DHCPv6-only situation
      for it, only in scenario 1 when M=1 it would configured with SLAAC
      and DHCPv6 simultaneously;

   - OS X Lion 10.7.3: the same situation with Linux;

o Scenario 4

   Hosts already configured with SLAAC/DHCPv6 simultaneously, then RA
   messages with M=0 received:

   - Windows 7: it released the DHCPv6 address and configured with SLAAC;

   - Linux(Ubuntu 12.04): no action;

   - OS X Lion 10.7.3: no action;

2.2.3. Conclusion

   Obviously, the operating systems interpreting the M flag quite
   differently. Windows 7 treats the flag as instruction, it even
   released DHCPv6 session when M=0. Linux and OS X were likely to treat
   the flag as advisory, when SLAAC was done, it won't care about M=1,
   and M=0 won't cause operation for the already configured DHCPv6
   addresses.

3. Requirement of Address Configuration Switching in Renumbering

   During IPv6 renumbering, the SLAAC-configured hosts can reconfigure
   IP addresses by receiving ND Router Advertisement (RA) messages
   containing new prefix information. The DHCPv6-configured hosts can
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   reconfigure addresses by initialing RENEW sessions when the current
   addresses' lease time is expired or receiving the reconfiguration
   messages initialed by the DHCPv6 servers.

   The above mechanisms have an implicit assumption that SLAAC-
   configured hosts will remain SLAAC while DHCPv6-managed hosts will
   remain DHCPv6-managed. In [I-D.ietf-6renum-enterprise], it described
   several renumbering scenarios in enterprise network. For example, the
   network may split, merge, grow, relocate or reorganize. In these
   situations, it is possible that SLAAC-configured hosts may need to
   switch to DHCPv6-managed, or verse vice.

   As discussed in section 2, the semantic of M bit is ambiguous, for
   example, M=0 is efficient for Windows 7 PCs to switch from DHCPv6-
   managed to SLAAC, but for Linux or OS X it is just invalid. So in the
   following section 4, we proposed to use another two flags to indicate
   the hosts switching between SLAAC/DHCPv6.

4. Proposed Standard Update

4.1. Semantic Space of SLAAC/DHCPv6 Interaction

   We summarize the semantic instructions from network side to host side
   as the following. Some of them are already covered by existing
   implementation while some may need protocol extentions.

   - Network side provides both, let the hosts select by themselves

   It is exactly what M=1 meaning in RFC4861.

   - Network side requires the hosts to do DHCPv6 when online

   As the tests showed, when get online, all the three major OSes will
   initial DHCPv6 when M=1. Especially, when M=1 and RAs don't include
   PIO (Prefix Information Option), the host would ''have to'' initial
   DHCPv6 for address autoconfiguration. So we can consider this
   semantics has been covered.

   - Network side requires the already SLAAC-configured hosts to do
      DHCPv6

   As the test showed, with current ambiguous M=1 definition, OSes
   varied the behaviors. So this could be considered as a semantic gap.

   - Network side requires the hosts to release DHCPv6 addresses
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   As analyzed in section 3, the network may need the hosts to switch
   configuration modes. With M=0, the OS behaviors are different as the
   test results showed. So this is another semantic gap.

4.2. Adding a "DHCPv6Required" Flag

   We propose to add a flag in the standard RA message format[RFC4861],
   the "DHCPv6Required" D flag, which will occupy one bit in the
   reserved field as showed in the following figure 2.

4.3. Adding a "ReleaseDHCPv6" Flag

   We propose to add one more flag in the standard RA message format,
   the "ReleaseDHCPv6" R flag, which will occupy one more bit in the
   reserved field as showed in the following figure 2.

      0                   1                   2                   3
      0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
     +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
     |     Type      |     Code      |          Checksum             |
     +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
     | Cur Hop Limit |M|O|D|R| Rsvd  |       Router Lifetime         |
     +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
     |                         Reachable Time                        |
     +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
     |                          Retrans Timer                        |
     +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
     |   Options ...
     +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-

       Figure 2 DHCPv6Required and ReleaseDHCPv6 flags in RA message

4.4. Host Behavior of Interpreting D/R Flag

   When a host has not configured its addresses (just like scenario 0 in
section 2.2) and receives RA messages with D=1, it MUST initiate a

   DHCPv6 stateful address autoconfiguration process.

   When a host has been SLAAC-configured, and receives D=1, it MUST
   initiate a DHCPv6 stateful address autoconfiguration process and
   SHOULD deprecate SLAAC-configured addresses.

   When a host has been address-configured with DHCPv6, and receives RA
   messages with R=1, it SHOULD release current DHCPv6 address
   configuration and do SLAAC.
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5. Security Considerations

   No more security considerations than the Neighbor Discovery protocol
   [RFC4861].

6. IANA Considerations

   None.
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